Latest Release

Vero Software’s latest release of its VISI
CadCam solution (v2017 R1) introduces
many new features with continued
emphasis on solutions for mould, tool
and die makers. In use, the software
also sees a number of enhancements
that allows customers to intuitively
speed up actions, one of which is a
dynamic zoom function, accessed by
holding down the space bar.

Among the CAD developments is a
new feature within the Mould Design
module that allows the user to validate
a cooling channel circuit. Size and positioning can be extracted from the
model geometry and inserted into the
Cooling Validations step by step workflow for thermal analysis of a mould’s
temperature conditioning system.

For CAM operations, VISI now houses
Vero Software’s successful Waveform
Roughing strategy. With Waveform
the full flute length of the tool is
utilised, constantly engaging with the
material and travelling in a smooth
motion. This maintains the velocity of
the machine tool, meaning that the
feedrate can remain at the optimal
value throughout the cycle.
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Enhanced Branding
Innovia Films has continued its focus on
providing brand managers the features
they require to make products succeed in
demanding market environments with the
launch of RayoForm™ ICU - a new crystal

clear in-mould label film produced using
the company’s unique bubble process. For
the moulder, RayoForm™ ICU offers increased productivity through faster label
handling, enhanced container shape retention and more efficient stacking.

Richard Southward, Innovia Films’ Global
Product Manager Labels, commented:
“There is a continued trend towards clear
containers. Brand managers favour them
because they allow consumers to see the
nature, quality and colour of their products
before purchase. Clear containers also
allow brands to enhance their on-pack
branding and offer greater shelf impact.”

Automated Post Processing

Additive Manufacturing Technologies (AMT)
has been awarded £624,000 by Innovate
UK (the new name for the Technology
Strategy Board) to lead a consortium to
develop an automated post processing
machine for 3D printed polymer parts.
Xaar plc, industrial inkjet manufacturer,
and Atomjet Ltd, a designer of specialist
technology machines, join AMT for the
two-year project.
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The award enables AMT to develop the
next generation of its existing patent
pending PostPro3D™ technology which
simplifies and reduces the time taken to
surface finish 3D printed parts for aesthetically demanding products. This technology is based on the proprietary
PUSh™ process, exclusively licensed to
AMT by the University of Sheffield.

